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We study Killing vector fields in asymptotically flat space–times. We prove the
following result, implicitly assumed in the uniqueness theory of stationary black
holes. If the conditions of the rigidity part of the positive energy theorem are met,
then in such space–times there are no asymptotically null Killing vector fields,
except if the initial data set can be embedded in Minkowski space–time. We also
give a proof of the nonexistence of nonsingular~in an appropriate sense! asymp-
totically flat space–times that satisfy an energy condition and that have a null ADM
four-momentum, under conditions weaker than previously considered. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~96!01604-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

A prerequisite for an analysis of stationary black holes is the understanding of properties of
Killing vector fields in asymptotically flat space–times. There exist various papers analyzing
properties of Killing vector fields in asymptotically flat space–times.1–4 These papers do not,
however, seem to give answers to the questions asked here. Moreover, the asymptotic conditions
here are considerably weaker than considered in those references. Consider an asymptotically flat
partial Cauchy surfaceS in a space–time (M ,gmn) with a Killing vector fieldXm. In the case of
a stationary black hole one is interested in situations whereXm is time-like in the asymptotic
regions.@Here we say that an asymptotically flat space–time (M ,gmn) with a Killing vector field
Xm is stationary ifXm is time-like in the asymptotic regions ofM .# A natural question to ask is,
how doesXm behave in the asymptotic regions? Now it is easily seen from the equations

“m“nXa5Rl
mnaXl ~1.1!

~which are a well-known consequence of the Killing equations! and from the asymptotic flatness
conditions~cf. Propositions 2.1, Sec. II, for a precise description of the asymptotic conditions
needed here! that there exist constantsAm such that every Killing vector fieldXm that is time-like
for r>R for someR satisfies

Xm2Am→ r→`0,
~1.2!

habA
aAb<0.

Herehab is the Minkowski metric, and we use the signature~2,1,1,1!. It should be emphasized
that the requirement of time-likeness ofXm for large r doesnot exclude the possibility that
habA

aAb vanishes. Indeed, an explicit example of a metric~not satisfying any reasonable field

a!On leave of absence from the Institute of Mathematics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw.
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equations! with an everywhere time-like Killing vector that is asymptotically null can be found in
Ref. 5~cf. the Remark preceding Theorem A.1, Appendix A of Ref. 5.~Let us point out that by a
null vector we mean a nonzero vector of zero Lorentzian length.! Now in the uniqueness theory of
black holes it is customary to assume thatAm5d0

m in an asymptotically flat coordinate system in
whichS is given by an equationx050. If the orbits of the Killing vector fieldXm are complete~at
least in the asymptotic region! and if Am is time-like, thenS can be deformed~‘‘boosted’’! to a
new partial Cauchy surface for whichAm5d0

m ~in an appropriately redefined asymptotically flat
coordinate system!. If, however,Xm is asymptotically null@by which we mean that the vectorAm

appearing in~1.2! is null#, then no such deformation is possible and we are faced with the
intriguing possibility of existence of stationary space–times in which the Killing vector cannot be
reduced to a standard form, where the flat background metric is diagonal and the vectorAm of
~1.2! equalsd0

m . As has been argued in Ref. 6, the existence of such Killing vector fields does not
seem to be compatible with the rigidity part of the positive energy theorems. Here we make the
arguments of Ref. 6 precise and show the following~the reader is referred to Theorem 3.4 for a
more precise formulation!.

Theorem 1.1:Let ~M,gmn! be a space–time with a Killing vector field that is asymptotically
null along an (appropriately regular) asymptotically flat space-like hypersurfaceS. Then the
ADM energy-momentum vector ofS vanishes.

To say more about space–times considered in Theorem 1.1, one can use the positive energy
theorem. In Sec. IV below we prove the following.

Theorem 1.2„‘‘Time-like future-pointing four-momentum theorem’’ …: Under the condi-
tions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below, suppose that the initial data~S,gij ,Kij! are not initial data for
Minkowski space–time. Then the ADM energy-momentum vector pm of S satisfies

p0.A(
i51

3

~pi !2.

~Various variants of Theorem 1.2 are, of course, well known; cf. Sec. IV for a detailed discussion.!
Theorem 1.1 can be used together with Theorem 1.2 to obtain the following.
Theorem 1.3: Let ~M,gmn! be a maximal globally hyperbolic space–time with a Cauchy

surface satisfying the requirements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Let Xm be a Killing vector field on M
that is asymptotically null along an asymptotically flat Cauchy surface. Then Xm is everywhere
null and ~M,gmn! is the Minkowski space–time.

Theorem 1.3 and the results of Ref. 7@cf. also Ref. 6~Theorem 1.7!# show that there is no loss
of generality in assuming thatAm5d0

m in, say electrovacuum, maximal globally hyperbolic space-
times with an appropriately regular asymptotically flat Cauchy surface. Let us mention that the
results here settle in the positive Conjecture 1.8 of Ref. 6.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss some general properties of Killing
vector fields in asymptotically flat space–times. In order to minimize the number of assumptions,
we adopt a 311-dimensional point of view; the various advantages for doing that are explained at
the beginning of Sec. II. The main result there is Proposition 2.1, which establishes the asymptotic
behavior of Killing vectors along asymptotically flat space-like surfaces. In that section we also
introduce the notion ofKilling development, which turns out to be very useful in our analysis. In
Sec. III we study the relationship between the ADM four-momentum and the asymptotic behavior
of the Killing vector. The results there can be summarized as follows: IfXm→ r→`A

m along an
asymptotically flat space-like surfaceS, then the ADM four-momentum is proportional toAm. The
proportionality constant is zero whenAm is not time-like. Let us point out that some similar results
can be found in Ref. 1. However, in that reference the possibility of asymptotically null Killing
vector fields is not taken into consideration. Also, in Ref. 1, rather strong asymptotic conditions
are imposed. In a sense most of the work here consists in showing that the asymptotic conditions
needed to be able to obtain the desired conclusions can actually be derived from the decay
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conditions on the matter sources and from the hypothesis of existence of Killing vector fields. In
Sec. IV we prove a positive energy theorem with hypotheses and asymptotic conditions appropri-
ate for our purposes. In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 there are improvements of known results; cf. the
beginning of Sec. IV for a more detailed discussion.

II. KILLING VECTORS AND SPACE-LIKE HYPERSURFACES

Consider a space–time (M ,gmn) with a Killing vector fieldXm,

“mXn1“nXm50, ~2.1!

where“m is the covariant derivative operator of the metricgmn . Let S be a space-like hypersur-
face inM and suppose that onS the field of unit normalsnm can be defined; this will be the case,
e.g., if (M ,gmn) is time orientable. OnS define a scalar fieldN and a vector fieldYi by the
equations

N52nmX
m, ~2.2!

gi j Y
i dxj5 i * ~gmnX

m dxn!, ~2.3!

wherei denotes the embedding ofS intoM . We use the symbolgi j to denote the pull-back metric
i * gmn . Equation~2.1! with m5 i andn5 j reads as

2NKi j1LYgi j50, ~2.4!

whereL denotes the Lie derivative andKi j is the extrinsic curvature tensor ofi (S) in (M ,gmn),
defined as the pull-back toS of “mnn . ~Ki j as defined here is2Ki j as in Ref. 8; however,Ji as
defined here coincides withJi as defined there.! Set

SN.05$pPS:NÞ0%.

In a neighborhood ofSN.0 we can introduce a coordinate system (u,xi) in whichXm]m5]u and
in which SN.0 is given by the equationu50. The metric on this neighborhood takes the form

gmn dx
m dxn52N2 du21gi j ~dx

i1Yi du!~dxj1Yj du!, ~2.5!

with some functions that do not depend uponu. Let Gmn be the Einstein tensor ofgmn , that is,
Gmn5Rmn2(gabRab/2)gmn , whereRmn is the Ricci tensor ofgmn . We have the 311 decompo-
sition formulas~cf. e.g., Ref. 8!,

2Gmnn
mnn53R1K22Ki jKi j , ~2.6!

Gimn
m5Dj~K

i j2gklKklg
i j !, ~2.7!

Gi j2
1
2g

klGklgi j5
3Ri j1KKi j22KikK

k,

2N21~LYKi j1Di D jN!2 1
2Gmnn

mnngi j . ~2.8!

Heregi j is the tensor inverse togi j , K5gklKkl ,
3Ri j is the Ricci tensor of the metricgi j , and

3R 5 gi j 3Ri j . All the above is, of course, well known; we have written it down in detail to fix the
notation and to spell out the conditions needed for the definition of the fieldsN and Yi . In
particular, we wish to emphasize that we did not need to assume completeness of the orbits ofXm,
we did not need to assume that the orbits ofXm intersectS only once, etc. It is, however, the case
that those last properties are needed for several arguments, e.g., in the uniqueness theory of black
holes~cf., e.g., Ref. 6!. By way of example, consider a maximal globally hyperbolic space–time
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(M ,gmn) with an asymptotically flat Cauchy surface with compact interior, with a metric satisfy-
ing the Einstein–Yang–Mills–Higgs equations, and with a Killing vector fieldXm. While one
expects the orbits ofXm to be complete~cf., e.g., Ref. 7 for an analysis in the vacuum case!, no
proof of such a result has been established so far. It is therefore of interest to establish various
properties of space–times (M ,gmn) with Killing vectors with a minimal amount of global assump-
tions onM . As one is often interested in globally hyperbolic space–times it does not seem to be
overly restrictive to assume the existence inM of a space-like hypersurfaceS satisfying the
hypotheses spelled out at the beginning of this section. The construction above yields then a scalar
field N and a vector fieldYi defined onS, such that Eqs.~2.4!–~2.8! hold. Consider then a set
(S,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y

i). We shall call theKilling development of(S,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y
i) the space–time

(M̂ ,ĝmn), where

M̂5R3SN.0 ,

and whereĝmn is given by the equation

ĝmn dx
m dxn52N̂2 du21ĝi j ~dx

i1Ŷi du!~dxj1Ŷj du!,
~2.9!

N̂~u,xi !5N~xi !, ĝi j ~u,x
i !5gi j ~x

i !, Ŷi~u,xi !5Yi~xi !.

Here theu coordinate runs over theR factor inR3SN.0. Clearly the vector fieldX
m]m5]u is a

Killing vector, so that

“̂mXn1“̂nXm50, ~2.10!

where“̂m is the covariant derivative operator of the metricĝmn . Note that

Xi uu505Yi , N̂uu505N. ~2.11!

Consider the extrinsic curvature tensorK̂ i j of the slicesu5const. In general,K̂ i j will have nothing
to do with the tensor fieldKi j . Suppose, however, that~2.4! holds. Equation~2.10!, with i5m and
n5 j ; Eqs.~2.11! and ~2.4! give, then, atu50,

K̂ i j5Ki j . ~2.12!

SinceK̂ i j is u independent, it follows that this last relation holds throughoutM̂ . One also notices
that ~2.12! will hold if and only if ~2.4! holds.

Consider, next, the Einstein tensorĜmn of the metricĝmn . It is given by the hatted equivalent
of Eqs. ~2.6!–~2.8!. Given the set (S,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y

i), one can define onSN.0 a scalar fieldr, a
vector fieldJi , and a tensor fieldt i j via the equations

2r53R1K22Ki jKi j , ~2.13!

Ji5Dj~2Ki j1Kgi j !, ~2.14!

t i j2
1
2g

kltklgi j5
3Ri j1KKi j22KikK

k
j

2N21~LYKi j1Di D jN!2~r/2!gi j . ~2.15!

If Eq. ~2.4! holds, it follows from~2.11!–~2.12! that we will have

Ĝmnn̂
mn̂n~u,xl !5r~xl !, Ĝinn̂

n~u,xl !52Ji~x
l !, Gi j ~u,x

l !5t i j ~x
l !, ~2.16!

wheren̂m is the unit normal to the slicesu5const.
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It is of interest to consider the case of covariantly constant Killing vector fields. In that case
on a hypersurfaceS as at the beginning of this section, we will have

NKi j1DiYj50, ~2.17!

Ki jY
j1DiN50. ~2.18!

Let us show that if~2.17!–~2.18! hold, then the vector fieldXm]m5]m on the Killing development
(M̂ ,ĝmn) of (S,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y

i) will be covariantly constant. To see that, note that Eqs.~2.17!,
~2.11!, and~2.12! imply

“̂ iXj50,

at u50, hence, throughoutM̂ . Equation~2.18! similarly gives

“̂ iX050.

As Xm satisfies~2.10!, the equations“̂mXn50 readily follow.
When considering space–times with symmetries, it is essential to have precise information on

the behavior of Killing vector fields in the asymptotic regions. The following is a straightforward
consequence of Eqs.~2.13! and ~2.15! ~cf. also Ref. 9, Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2!. The
notationOk is defined in Appendix A. An outline of the proof is given in Appendix C.

Proposition 2.1: Let R.0 and let ~gij ,Kij! be initial data onSR[R3\B~R!, satisfying

gi j2d i j5Ok~r
2a!, Ki j5Ok21~r

212a!, ~2.19!

with some k.1 and some0,a,1. Let N be a C2 scalar field and Yi a C2 vector field onSR, such
that Eqs. (2.4), (2.13), and the equation

N~t i j2
1
2g

kltklgi j !5N~3Ri j1KKi j22KikK
k
j !2LYKi j2Di D jN2N~r/2!gi j ,

hold, with somer and tij satisfying

uru1ut i j u<C~11r !222a. ~2.20!

Then there exists numbersLmn 5 L@mn# , such that we have

Yi2L i j x
j5Ok~r

12a!, N1L0ix
i5Ok~r

12a!. ~2.21!

If Lmn50, then there exist numbers Am, such that we have

Yi2Ai5Ok~r
2a!, N2A05Ok~r

2a!. ~2.22!

If Lmn5Am50, then Yi[N[0.
Let us remark that ifa51, then Proposition 2.1 holds with the functionr 12a in the right-hand

side of Eq. ~2.21! replaced by 11ulog r u; similarly in ~2.22!, r2a has to be replaced by
r21~11ulog r u!.

A Killing vector field for whichLmn50 will be calledasymptotically translational.
For further use let us mention the following: Consider (gi j ,Ki j ), such that~2.19! holds, and

suppose that (N,Yi) satisfy ~2.22! with someA0Þ0. Suppose finally that~2.4! is weakened to

2NKi j1LYgi j5Ok21~r
2b!, ~2.23!

with someb>1. In that case~2.16! will be replaced by
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Ĝmnn̂
mn̂n2r5Ok21~r

2min~11a,b!2b!, Ĝinn̂
n1Ji5Ok22~r

2b21!,
~2.24!

Ĝi j2t i j5Ok22~r
2b21!.

III. ADM FOUR-MOMENTUM IN SPACE–TIMES WITH ASYMPTOTICALLY
TRANSLATIONAL KILLING VECTORS

In this section we address the following question: Consider a space–time with an asymptoti-
cally flat space-like surfaceS, and with a translational Killing vector fieldXm, that is, there exist
constantsAm such thatXm→ r→`A

m alongS. Then, is it true that
~1! If AmAm>0, then the ADM four-momentumpm vanishes.
~2! If AmAm,0, thenpm is proportional toAm.
We shall show that this is indeed the case, using the three-dimensional framework discussed

in Sec. II. Proposition 2.1 in that section justifies our fall-off conditions on the fieldsN andYi .
The results here are actually slightly more general than stated above, in that we allow for fields
that satisfy the relevant Killing equations up to terms that decay at an appropriate rate; cf. below
for the precise conditions.

Proposition 3.1: Let R.0 and let ~gij ,Kij! be initial data onSR[R3\B~R!, satisfying

gi j2d i j5O2~r
2a!, Ki j5O1~r

212a!, a. 1
2, ~3.1!

Ji5O~r232e!, r5O~r232e!, e.0. ~3.2!

Let N be a C1 scalar field and Yi a C1 vector field onSR, such that

N2A05O1~r
2a!, Yi→ r→`A

i , ~3.3!

for some set of constants~Am!Ó0. Suppose further that

2NKi j1LYgi j5O1~r
222e!. ~3.4!

Let pm be the ADM four-momentum ofSR. Then
(1) If A050, then p050.
(2) If A0Þ0, then pm is proportional to Am.
Remark:The pointwise decay estimates assumed above can be weakened to weighted Sobolev

spaces conditions. To avoid a tedious discussion of technicalities we shall, however, not consider
such fields here.

Proof:Without loss of generality we may assume that botha ande are strictly smaller than 1.
Equation~3.3! and a simple analysis of Eq.~3.4! ~cf., e.g., the proof of Proposition 2.1, Appendix
C! show that

Yi2Ai5O2~r
2a!. ~3.5!

By our asymptotic conditions, Eq.~3.4! can be rewritten as

gi j ,kA
k1Yi

, j1Yj
,i522A0Ki j1O1~r

222e!, ~3.6!

and we have redefinede to be min~e,2a21!.0. The momentum-constraint equation reads as

] iKi j5] jK1O~r232e!, ~3.7!

whereK5gi j Ki j . Taking the divergence of~3.6! and using~3.7! gives

gi j ,k jA
k1DdY

i1] i~Y
j
, j !522A0K ,i1O~r232e!. ~3.8!
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HereDd5( i] i] i . Contractingi with j in ~3.6! allows us to eliminate] jY
j in ~3.8! in terms ofK ,i ,

so that~3.8! leads to

DdY
i52A0K ,i2~gi j , j2

1
2gj j ,i ! ,kA

,k1O~r232e!.

In what follows we shall freely make use of properties of harmonic functions onSR that were
established in, e.g.,~Refs. 10–12!. IncreasingR if necessary we may choose harmonic coordinates
on SR ,

] i~g
i jAdetg!50,

with

gi j2d i j5O1~r
2a!.

@There arises a slight difficulty here, related to the fact that the metric might not satisfy the
conditions~3.1! in harmonic coordinates due to a loss of classical differentiability. All the details
of the proof as written here can be justified if a Ho¨lder differentiability indexl is added in Eqs.
~3.1!–~3.2!. We wish to stress that the statement of our result is correct as stated. This can be
verified by keeping track of weighted Sobolev differentiability of various error terms that arise in
our equations, making use of the estimates of Ref. 11. In order to make the argument more
transparent we have chosen to present our proof without the introduction of weighted Sobolev
spaces.#

If A050, definew to be identically zero; otherwise letw5O1(r
12a) be a solution of

Ddw52A0K. ~3.9!

SettingZi5Yi2Ai2w ,i , one is led to

DdZ
i5O~r232e!,

so that there exist numbersa iPR such that

Zi5
a i

r
1O1~r

212e!.

A contraction overi and j in ~3.6! gives

Zi ,i52
a ixi

r 3
1O~r222e!52

1

2
gii ,kA

k1O~r222e!. ~3.10!

The scalar constraint equation in harmonic coordinates gives

Ddgii5O~r232e!⇒gii531
b

r
1O1~r

212e!, ~3.11!

for some constantb. Equation~3.11! inserted in the formula for the ADM mass yields

m5
1

16p E
S`

~gi j , j2gj j ,i ! dSi52
1

32p E gj j ,i dSi5
b

8
. ~3.12!

Inserting this in~3.10!, one is led to

a i524mAi ,
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so that one finally obtains

Yi5Ai S 12
4m

r D1w ,i1O1~r
212e!. ~3.13!

Suppose first thatA050. In this case we necessarily haveAiÓ0, and rescalingXm]m if necessary,
we can choose coordinates so thatAi5dz

i . Equation~3.6! now reads as

gAB,z5O~r222e!, ~3.14!

~gzz12Yz! ,z5O~r222e!, ~3.15!

gzA,z5S 4mr D
,A

1O~r222e!. ~3.16!

Let r25x21y2. For r>R, Eq. ~3.16! gives

05xAE
2`

`

gzA,z dz524mE
2`

` dz

~11z2!3/2
1E

2`

`

O~r222e!dz.

To estimate the second integral, it is convenient to consider separately the integrals*2`
2r , *2r

r , and
*r

` . Elementary estimates then show that this integral isO(r2e); passing to the limitr→`, one
subsequently obtainsm50, which establishes point 1. To establish point 2, suppose thatA0Þ0.
After a rescaling ofXm if necessary, we can, without loss of generality, assume thatA051. Eq.
~3.6! thus gives

Ki j52 1
2$Y

i
, j1Yj

,i1gi j ,kA
k%1O1~r

2122a!52 1
2$Z

i
, j1Zj

,i12w ,i j1gi j ,kA
k%1O1~r

2122a!.
~3.17!

Consider the ADM momentumpi @the unusual sign in Eq.~3.18! is due to our convention onKi j ;
cf. the remark in parentheses after Eq.~2.4!#:

pi52
1

8p E
S`

~Ki
j2Kd i

j !dSj . ~3.18!

After insertion of~3.17! in ~3.18!, one finds

pi5
1

16p E
S`

~Zi , j1Zj
,i1Ajgik,k!dSj . ~3.19!

Here thew contribution drops out because of the following calculation:

E
S`

~Ddwd i j2] i ] jw!dSj 5E
S`

~]kw d i j2] jw dki! ,k dSj50. ~3.20!

We have also used the identities

gi j ,kA
k5~gi j A

k2gikA
j !k1gik,kA

j ,

and integration by parts to rearrange thegi j ,kA
k terms. Inserting~3.13! in ~3.19! and using the

harmonic coordinates condition, one obtains

pi5mAi ,
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which had to be established. h

Point 1 of Proposition 3.1 suggests strongly that the ADM four-momentum must vanish when
Am is space-like. We can show that if we assume some further asymptotic conditions on the fields
under consideration. A similar result has been established previously in Ref. 1 under rather stron-
ger asymptotic and global conditions.

Proposition 3.2: Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, suppose further that N is C2 and
that

Nt i j5O~r232e!. ~3.21!

If

~A0!2,(
i
AiAi , ~3.22!

then pm vanishes.
Proof: It follows from Eqs.~3.3!, ~3.4!, and~3.21! that

Yi2Ai5O2~r
2a!, N2A05O2~r

2a!. ~3.23!

Consider first the caseA050; by Proposition 3.1 we havep050. Let c be any function onSR

such thatc ,z5N. Equation~3.21! gives

~Ki j2] i ] jc! ,z5O~r232e!,

so that byz integration one obtains

Ki j2] i ] jc5O~r222e!.

Inserting this in Eq.~3.18!, one obtains

pi52
1

8p E
S`

~Ddcd i j2] i ] jc!dSj

52
1

8p E
S`

~]kcd i j2] jc dki! ,k dSj

50. ~3.24!

Consider, next, the caseA0Þ0; let (M̂ ,ĝmn) be the Killing development of
(SR ,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y

i) as constructed in Sec. II. As discussed in the paragraph preceding Eq.~2.24!,
Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.21! imply that the Einstein tensorĜmn of ĝmn will satisfy the fall-off condition

Ĝmn5O~r232e!. ~3.25!

Let Lm
n be the matrix of a Lorentz transformation such thatL0

nA
n50. Further, letLS be the

image underLm
n of SRùM̂ in M̂ . On LS the Killing vectorXm satisfiesX0→ r→`0. Equation

~3.25! shows that we can apply the previous analysis to conclude that the ADM four-momentum
of LS vanishes. Moreover, the decay condition~3.25! ensures~cf. e.g., Ref. 13! thatpm transforms
as a Lorentz vector under Lorentz transformations of hypersurfaces, so that the ADM four-
momentum ofSR vanishes as well.

It is of interest to consider Killing vector fields that are covariantly constant. As discussed in
Sec. II, in such a case Eqs.~3.26!–~3.27! below will hold ~with 0 on the right-hand sides!. We
have the following result, which does not cover asymptotically null Killing vectors.
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Proposition 3.3: Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, assume, moreover, that N is C2;
that Eq. (3.21) holds and that

NKi j1DiYj5O1~r
222e!, ~3.26!

Ki jY
j1DiN5O1~r

222e!, AmAmÞ0. ~3.27!

Then the ADM four-momentum pm vanishes.
Proof: Let (M̂ ,ĝmn) be the Killing development of (SR ,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Y

i), as constructed in Sec.
II. From what is said in that section@cf. the discussion following Eqs.~2.17!–~2.18!#, it follows
thatXm]m5]u will satisfy

“̂mXn5O1~r
222e!. ~3.28!

As is well known,14,1 we have

pmA
m5 lim

r→`

1

8p E “̂

[mXn] dSmn ~3.29!

~cf., e.g., Ref. 13 for a proof under the present asymptotic conditions!. By ~3.28! we have
pmA

m50. Now, by Proposition 3.1,pm is proportional toAm , so ifA
mAmÞ0 the result follows.h

The main result of this section addresses the case of asymptotically null Killing vectors.
Unfortunately the proof below requires more asymptotic regularity than one would wish to have.
It would be of some interest to find out whether or not the result below is sharp, in the sense that
decay conditions on three derivatives of the metric and two derivatives of the extrinsic curvature
are necessary.

Theorem 3.4:Let R.0 and let (gij ,Kij) be initial data onSR5R3\B(R), satisfying

gi j2d i j5O31l~r2a!, Ki j5O21l~r212a!, ~3.30!

Ji5O11l~r232e!, r5O11l~r232e!,
~3.31!

a. 1
2, e.0, 0,l,1.

Let N be a scalar field and Yi a vector field onSR such that

N→ r→`A
0, Yi→ r→`A

i , AmAm50,

for some constants AmÓ0. Suppose further that

2NKi j1LYgi j5O31l~r222e!, ~3.32!

t i j5O11l~r232e!, ~3.33!

wheretij is defined by the equation

N~t i j2
1
2g

kltklgi j !5N~3Ri j1KKi j22KikK
k
j !2LYKi j1DiD jN2~r/2!Ngi j . ~3.34!

Then the ADM four-momentum ofSR vanishes.
Remark:There is little doubt that the result is still true withl50. To prove that one would

however, need to extend the weighted-Sobolev estimates of Ref. 11 to the case dimM52, a task
that lies beyond the scope of this paper.

Proof: Arguments similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1, Appendix C, show that
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N2A05O31l~r2a!, Yi2Ai5O31l~r2a!.

RescalingAm if necessary, we can choose the coordinate system so thatA051,Ai5dz
i . Replacing

e by any number smaller than one if necessary, we can assume thate,1 ande<2a21. Taking the
trace of Eq.~3.33! and using the scalar constraint equation, we find

DdN1K ,z5O11l~r232e!.

Here, as before,Dd5]x
21]y

21]z
2. Let w be as in Eq.~3.9!, we obtain

Dd~N2w ,z!5O11l~r232e!;

hence there exists a constantD such that

N2w ,z511
D

r
1O31l~r212e!. ~3.35!

In harmonic coordinates, Eqs.~3.4!, ~3.13!, ~3.33!, and~3.35! give

2 1
2D2gi j5x i j1C i j , ~3.36!

x i j522m]zFdzj] i 1r 1dz
i ] j

1

r G1] i] j
D

r
, ~3.37!

C i j5O11l~r232e!. ~3.38!

HereD25]x
21]y

2. In what follows the indicesA, B, etc. take values in the set$1,2%. Consider the
equation~3.36! with i5z, j5A. We have

D2gzA5~8m22D !]A]z
1

r
1O~r232e!. ~3.39!

It follows from Refs. 12 and 10 that for every fixed value ofz the functionsgzA have the
asymptotic expansion,

gzA5CAB~z!]B ln r1O~1!~r212e ln r!. ~3.40!

Herer25x21y2, the functionsCAB(z) are functions ofz only, and we write

f5O~1!~r2a lnb r!, if u f u1ru]Af u<C~11r!2a@11 ln~11r!#b, ~3.41!

for some constantC that may depend uponz. Let us defineS(r,a) to be a circle of radiusr
centered atx5y50 lying in the planez5a. Equation~3.40! shows that for any fixed value ofz
the limits

lim
r→`

E
S~r,z!

gzB dx
C, lim

r→`
E
S~r,z!

xD ]AgzB dx
C,

exist. It also follows from our asymptotic conditions ongi j , Eq. ~3.30!, that these limits arez
independent. Set

V5 lim
r→`

E
S~r,z!

~xA ]CgzA2gzC!dxC. ~3.42!
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For uzu.R by the Stokes theorem we have

V5E
R2
xA D2gAz5~1!1~2!,

~1!5~8m22D !E
R2
xA ]z]A

1

r
,

~2!5E
R2
xACAz

with CAz as in ~3.36!. The first integral is easily calculated and equals

8p~4m2D !sgnz, ~3.43!

where sgnz denotes the sign ofz. To estimate the second integral, it is convenient to split the
region of integration into the setsr<uzu andr>uzu. One then finds

u~2!u<Cuzu2e, for uzu.R, ~3.44!

with a constantC that doesnot depend uponz. Equations~3.43!–~3.44! are consistent with
]V/]z50 if and only if

4m5D. ~3.45!

Consider now Eq.~3.36! with i5A, j5B. Differentiating this equation with respect toz, one
obtains

D2

]gAB
]z

522D]A ]B]Z
1

r
1O~r242e!. ~3.46!

By hypothesis we have]gi j /]z5O(r212e), and the estimates of Refs. 12 or 10 show that there
exist functionsDABCD(z) such that for any fixed value ofz, we have

]gAB
]z

5DABCD ]C]D ln r1O~1!~r222e ln r!. ~3.47!

Let us set

V85 lim
r→`

E
S~r,z!

~2xAxB]C ]zgAB2xAxA]C ]zgBB12xC ]zgAB24xB ]zgCB!dxC.

~3.47! shows thatV8 is well defined, while~3.30! implies thatV8 is z independent. Foruzu.R we
again use the Stokes theorem to obtain

V85E
R2

~2xAxBD2 ]zgAB2xAxAD2 ]zgBB!.

A calculation as above leads to

V8516pD sgnz1O~ uzu2e!, uzu.R.

HenceD5m50 @cf. Eq. ~3.45!#, which together with Proposition 3.1, establishes our claims.h
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IV. A POSITIVE ENERGY THEOREM

In this section we shall prove a ‘‘future-pointing-time-like-or-vanishing-energy-momentum
theorem,’’ under conditions weaker than previously considered. The main two issues we wish to
address are~1! the impossibility of a null ADM four-momentum and~2! a result that invokes
hypotheses concerning only the fieldsgi j andKi j .

Let us start with an example of a metric with ‘‘null ADM four-momentum.’’ Recall that in
Ref. 15, Aichelburg and Sexl consider a sequence of Schwarzschild space–times with energy-
momentum vector (m,0,0,0). After applying a ‘‘boost’’ transformation to the Schwarzschild
space–time, one obtains an energy-momentum vector (gm,gvm,0,0). Then one takes the limit
v→1, keepinggm equal to a fixed constantp. The resulting space–time has a distributional
metric, and it is not clear if it is asymptotically flat. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assign to
the Aichelburg–Sexl solutions a null energy-momentum vector (p,p,0,0). So, in this sense, there
exist space–times with a null energy-momentum vector.

The Aichelburg–Sexl metrics are plane-fronted waves, and it is of interest to inquire whether
any asymptotically flat plane-fronted wave metrics exist. Recall that the usual approach in defining
asymptotic flatness is to introduce coordinate systems on„R3\B(R)…. Thus, consider a plane-
fronted wave metric onR3„R3\B(R)…,

ds2522 du dz1a dz21dx21dy2. ~4.1!

As is well known~cf., e.g., Refs. 16, 17!, the metric~4.1! is vacuum if and only ifa5a(x,y,z),
with

~]x
21]y

2!a50. ~4.2!

Then, leta be any solution of~4.2! such thata51 for uzu>R, butaÓ1. Such solutions are easily
found, and for any finitel we can choosea to satisfy

0<k< l , u]A1•••]Ak~a21!u<Cr2k21.

An example is given by the function

a511f~z!CA1•••Al]A1•••]Al ln r, ~4.3!

wheref(z) is a smooth compactly supported function andCA1•••Al is a totally symmetric tensor
with constant coefficients. We have the following.

~1! If l51, the metric~4.1! with a given by~4.3! will not satisfy the fall-off requirements of
the positive energy theorem; cf. Theorem 4.1 below, because thez derivatives of the metric do not
vanish fast enough asr tends to infinity. This fall-off of the metric is not known to be sufficient
for a well-defined notion of ADM mass~compare Refs. 11, 13, and 18!. However, one can
calculate the ADM integral~3.12! in the coordinate system (x,y,z) as above and find that this
integral vanishes.

~2! For all l>2 the hypersurfacesu5const will have a well-defined vanishing ADM mass.
This does, however, not follow from Theorem 3.4 unlessl>3. ~Strictly speaking, we would need
to have l>4 to be able to apply Theorem 3.4 as is; cf., however, the remark following that
theorem. When we knowa priori that the metric is a plane-fronted wave, we can use independent
arguments to get rid of the Ho¨lder differentiability indexl in Theorem 3.4; no details will be
given.!

Nevertheless, this example shows that nontrivial, vacuum, asymptotically flat plane-fronted
waves exist~with pm50!, as long as no further global conditions are imposed.

With those examples in mind, let us briefly recall what is known about the nonexistence of
appropriately regular space–times with null energy momentum. In Ref. 19 an argument was given
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to support the expectation that the ADM momentum cannot be null for vacuum or electrovacuum
space–times, the general case being left open. In Ref. 20 this case has been excluded under rather
strong global hypotheses on the space–time and under stringent asymptotic conditions. In Ref. 21
a proof was given, assuming only hypotheses on the initial data. However, the proof there is rather
more complicated than ours. Moreover, the asymptotic conditions of Ref. 21 are more restrictive
than ours.

We wish next to emphasize the following issue: The statement that the ADM massm is
non-negative requires only the inequalityr > AJiJi , wherer and Ji are quantities that can be
purely defined in terms of the fieldsgi j andKi j ; cf. Eqs.~4.5!–~4.6! below. Now the published
Witten-type proofs that the vanishing ofm implies, loosely speaking, flatness of the resulting
space–time, involve the full dominant energy condition~TmnX

mYn>0 for all time-like consis-
tently time-oriented vectorsXm andYn! ~cf., e.g., Ref. 22!. Recall that the corresponding statement
of Schoen and Yau23 does not involve any supplementary fieldTmn . ~Their proof, however,
requires rather strong asymptotic conditions on the fields. Moreover, Schoen and Yau require the
trace of the extrinsic curvature to fall-off at least asr23. In general, this can be justified by
applying a ‘‘logarithmic supertranslation’’ in time to the initial data surface, and requires the
supplementary hypothesis that the associated space–time is large enough. Finally, to guarantee
that all the required hypotheses hold on the deformed hypersurface, one needs again the full
dominant energy condition.! Similarly, both the proof in Ref. 20 and the proof in Ref. 21 that
exclude a null ADM energy momentum assume the full dominant energy condition. A result
involving only conditions ongi j andKi j seems to be much more satisfactory from a conceptual
point of view, and it seems reasonable to expect that the desired conclusion could be obtained in
the Witten-type setting without imposing conditions on fields other thangi j andKi j . We show
below that this is indeed the case.

Before passing to the statement of our results, in addition to the papers already quoted, let us
mention the papers,11,24–35where proofs or arguments relevant to the positive energy theorem have
been given. The review paper36 contains some further references.

We have the following.
Theorem 4.1†„Rigid… positive energy theorem‡: Consider a data set~S,gij ,Kij!, with S of

the formS5Sintø i51
I Si , for some I,`. Here we assume thatSint is compact, and that each of the

endsSi is diffeomorphic toR
3\B~Ri! for some Ri.0, with B~Ri!—coordinate ball of radius Ri . In

each of the endsSi the fields~g,K! are assumed to satisfy the following inequalities:

ugi j2d i j u1ur ]kgi j u1urK i j u<Cr2a, ~4.4!

for some constants C.0 anda.1
2, with r 5 AS(xi)2. Suppose, moreover, that the quantitiesr and

J,

2r:53R1K22Ki jKi j , ~4.5!

Jk:5Dl~2Kkl1Kgkl!, ~4.6!

are well defined (perhaps in a distributional sense), and satisfy

Agi j JiJj<r<C~11r !232e, e.0. ~4.7!

Then the ADM four-momentum~m,pi! of any of the asymptotic ends ofS satisfies m> Apjpi . If
m50, thenr[Ji[0, and there exists an isometric embedding i ofS into Minkowski space–time
~R4,hmn! such that Kij represents the extrinsic curvature of i~S! in ~R4,hmn!. Moreover, i~S! is an
asymptotically flat Cauchy surface in~R4,hmn!.

Proof:Under the conditions here the ADM four-momentum of each of the asymptotic regions
of S is finite and well defined.18,11 As discussed, e.g., in Ref. 13, under the present boundary
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conditions the Witten boundary integral reproduces correctly the ADM four-momentum. The
arguments of any of the references11,31,13show that one can find solutions to the Witten equation
that asymptote to a constant nonzero spinor in one of the asymptotic ends, and to zero in all the
other ones. Witten’s identity subsequently implies that the ADM momentum of each of the ends
is non-space-like.

Suppose that in one of the endsm vanishes. Then for eachnW PR3 there exists a spinor field
lM(nW ) defined onS satisfying Eq.~B7!, such that the corresponding vector fieldYj (nW ) defined via
Eq. ~B8!, and the scalar fieldN(nW ) defined by Eq.~B9!, satisfy

Yj~nW !→ r→`nW
j , N~nW !→ rå→`unW ud .

HereunW ud is the norm ofnW in the flat metric onR3. As shown in Appendix B, the fieldsN(nW ) and
Yi(nW ) satisfy the linear system of equations@cf. Eqs.~B11! and ~B.12!#,

DiYj1NKi j50, ~4.8!

DiN1Ki jY
j50. ~4.9!

Consider the fields

Yj5Yj„~
1
2,

1
2,0!…2Yj„~2 1

2,
1
2,0!…2Yj„~1,0,0!…, ~4.10!

N5N„~ 1
2,

1
2,0!…2N„~2 1

2,
1
2,0!…2N„~1,0,0!…. ~4.11!

The fieldsYj andN satisfy Eqs.~4.8!–~4.9! by linearity of those equations. Moreover, we have

Yj→ r→`0, N→ r→`1. ~4.12!

Let (M̂ ,ĝmn) be the Killing development of (S,gi j ,Ki j ,N,Yi). As discussed in Sec. II, it follows
from Eqs.~4.8!–~4.9! that the vector fieldXm]m5]u is covariantly constant onM̂ ; ~4.12! implies
then

ĝmnX
mXn521⇒N22gi j Y

iYj51. ~4.13!

By Proposition 3.1 of Ref. 5,S is a Cauchy surface for (M̂ ,ĝmn). We wish to show that (M̂ ,ĝmn)
is geodesically complete. Consider, then, an affinely parametrized geodesicxm(s), and let p
denote the constant of motion associated with the Killing vectorXm:

p5ĝmnẋ
mXn52u̇1Yiẋ

i . ~4.14!

Here Eqs.~2.9! and~4.13! have been taken into account; a dot over a quantity means differentia-
tion with respect tos. Sinces is an affine parameter we have, withe50,61,

2u̇212Yiẋ
i u̇1gi j ẋ

i ẋ j5e. ~4.15!

Equations~4.14! and ~4.15! give

~gi j1YiYj !ẋ
i ẋ j5e1p2. ~4.16!

~4.16! and ~4.15! imply that there exists a functionC(p), such that

uẋug1uu̇u<C~p!. ~4.17!
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ChoosepPR and consider the setVp of maximally extended affinely parametrized geodesics with
that value ofp, with xm(0)PS. We can, without loss of generality, assume thata,1; an analysis
of Eqs.~4.8!–~4.9! along the lines of Appendix C shows thatĝmn2hmn5O1(r

2a). By asymptotic
flatness ofĝmn ~cf. Proposition 2.1! and the interior compactness condition onS, there existsd.0
such that all geodesics inVp are defined forsP(2d,d). Equation~4.17! shows that in that affine
time the value of uuu can change at most byC(p)d, similarly for the value of
r (s)[„x2(s)1y2(s)1z2(s)…1/2 in the asymptotic regions. One can now invoke the fact that theu
translations are isometries to conclude that all geodesics inVp are complete, and the result
follows.

Let us show now that (M̂ ,ĝ) is flat. LetYk
i 5Yi(eW k), whereY

i(nW ) is as at the beginning of this
proof and where theeW k’s, k51,2,3, form an orthonormal basis ofR3. Let N(k)5N(eW k) be the
corresponding lapse functions. OnM̂ define the fieldsX(k)

m by the equation

X~k!
m ]m5N̂~k!n

m]m1Ŷ~k!
i ] i ,

~4.18!
Ŷ~k!
i ~u,xi !5Y~k!

i ~xi !, N̂~k!~u,x
i !5N~k!~x

i !.

Herenm is the field of unit normals to the slices$u5const%. By Eqs.~B11! and ~B12!, we have

“̂ jX~k!
m 50. ~4.19!

By construction of (M̂ ,ĝmn), it also holds that

“̂mX
n5Ĝml

n Xl5Ĝmu
n 50. ~4.20!

As the components ofX( i )
m areu independent by~4.18!, Eq. ~4.20! gives

“̂uX~k!
m 5]uX~k!

m 1Ĝlu
m X~k!

l 50. ~4.21!

Consequently,

“̂mX~k!
n 50. ~4.22!

Differentiating ~4.22!, one obtains

R̂mnrsX~ i !
s 50. ~4.23!

As the vector fieldsX( i )
s are everywhere null and linearly independent, standard algebra gives

R̂mnrs[0. ~4.24!

Consider, next, the universal covering spaceS̃ of S with fields (g̃i j ,K̃ i j ,Ỹi ,Ñ) obtained by

pull-back. Let (M̄ ,ḡmn) be the Killing development ofS̃,g̃i j ,K̃ i j ,Ỹj ,Ñ). Clearly,M̄ is the universal
covering space ofM̂ with ḡmn being the pull-back ofĝmn . It is easily seen that (M̄ ,ḡ) inherits
from (M̂ ,ĝ) the following properties:

~1! (M̄ ,ḡmn) is globally hyperbolic with Cauchy surfaceS̃;

~2! (M̄ ,ḡmn) is geodesically complete; and

~3! (M̄ ,ḡmn) is flat.
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As M̄ is simply connected, it follows, e.g., from Ref. 37. Theorem 2.4.9 that (M̄ ,ḡmn) is the

Minkowski space–time~R4,hmn!. As S̃ is a Cauchy surface forM̄ , it is necessarily a graph over a
space-like planet50 in ~R4,hmn!. In particular,S̃ has only one asymptotically flat end~compare

also@Ref. 38, Lemma 2#!. If S had been nonsimply connected, thenS̃ would have had more than

one asymptotic end. It follows thatS 5 S̃, M̂5R4, and our claims follow. h

To exclude the case of a null ADM four-momentum, we need to assume some further asymp-
totic regularity conditions.

Theorem 4.2:Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose, moreover, that in some of the
asymptotic ends it holds that

gi j2d i j5O31l~r2a!, Ki j5O21l~r212a!, ~4.25!

r5O11l~r232e!, ~4.26!

with some0,l,1. Then the ADM four-momentum of that end cannot be null.
Remark:It can be shown by rather different techniques that the result is still true withl50;

we shall, however, not discuss that here.
Proof: Consider an asymptotic endS1 in which Eqs.~4.25!–~4.26! hold and that has a null

ADM four-momentumpm. As discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and in Appendix B, the
hypotheses of Proposition B.1 and Corollary B.2 are satisfied. We can thus apply Theorem 3.4 to
conclude that the ADM four-momentum of the end under consideration vanishes, and the result
follows from Theorem 4.1. h

Let us close this section by proving Theorem 1.3: By the arguments given above,r andJi

vanish onS. It follows from a result of Hawking and Ellis~Ref. 39, Chap. 4, Sec. 4.3! that
(M ,gmn) must be a vacuum. By uniqueness of the maximal globally hyperbolic vacuum develop-
ments, it follows that the Killing development constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.2~cf.
Appendix B! coincides with the maximal globally hyperbolic development of (S,gi j ,Ki j ), and
Theorem 1.3 follows.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS

We say that (M ,gmn) is a Ck space–time ifM is a paracompact, connected, Hausdorff,
orientable manifold ofCk differentiability class, with aCk21 Lorentzian metric. We use the
signature~2,1,1,1!.

Consider a functionf defined onSR[R3\B(R), whereB(R) is a closed ball of radiusR.0.
We shall writef5Ok(r

b) if there exists a constantC, such that we have

0< i<k, u] i f u<Crb2 i .

For sP~0,1! we shall writef5Ok1s(r
b) if f5Ok(r

b) and if there exists a constantC, such that
we have
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uy2xu<r ~x!/2⇒u]kf ~x!2]kf ~y!u<Cux2yusr b2k2s.

Let us note thatf5Ok11(r
b) implies f5Ok1s(r

b) for all sP~0,1!, so that the reader unfamiliar
with Hölder-type spaces might wish to simply replace, in the hypotheses of our theorems, the
k1s by k11 wherever convenient.

APPENDIX B: COVARIANTLY CONSTANT SPINORS

In this appendix we prove a differential geometric proposition on initial data sets (S,gi j ,Ki j )
having a nowhere vanishing spinor field that is covariantly constant onS with respect to the
‘‘Sen-connection’’40 @cf. Eq. ~B7! below#. This result forms the local input of the rigidity part of
the positive-mass theorem. Similar results in the literature we are aware of implicitly or explicitly
use Cauchy developments (M ,gmn ,f

A) of (S,gi j ,Ki j ,c
A) for some fieldsfA with Cauchy data

cA, with energy-momentum tensorTmn satisfying thefull dominant energy condition~cf. the
discussion at the beginning of Sec. IV!. For our results below, neither the existence of such a
Cauchy evolution nor, in fact, the DEC for the given triple (S,gi j ,Ki j ) ~i.e., Agi j JiJj < r! is
required.

In the case of a ‘‘bad’’ matter model—such as, e.g., dust as a source for the Einstein
equations—an evolution is not known to exist. Similarly, even for ‘‘good’’ models, such as
vacuum Einstein equations, the differentiability hypotheses on the initial data in Theorems 4.1 and
4.2 are not known to guarantee existence of a Cauchy development.

To motivate our three-dimensional discussion, we shall, as before, start with the four-
dimensional picture. Consider thus a space–time (M ,gmn) with gmn in C

2 and a nowhere zeroC2

spinor fieldlM onM , satisfying

“mlN50⇔“MM8lN50, ~B1!

i.e.,lM is covariantly constant. We use capital letters in the second half of the alphabet to denote
spinor indices. Since the considerations in this appendix are purely local, there is no question of
the existence of a spinor structure. The spinorial Ricci identities~cf. Ref. 41, Vol. 1, pp. 242–244!
immediately imply that the Ricci scalarRm

m of gmn is zero, and that the spinor equivalent of
Smn :5Rmn2 1

4gmnRl
l, namely the Hermitian spinorfMNM8N8 satisfies

lMfMNM8N850

⇒eMNlPfPRR8(M8l̄N8)1l (MfN)RP8R8l̄
P8eM8N850. ~B2!

This last equation, in tensor terms, says that

X[mSn]l50, ~B3!

whereXm is the null vector corresponding tolMl̄M8 . Consequently,

Rmn5sXmXn , ~B4!

for some functions onM . By Eq. ~B1!, Xm is covariantly constant, i.e.,

“mXn50, with gmnX
mXn50. ~B5!

According to one of several equivalent definitions~cf., e.g., Ref. 17!, Eqs.~B4!–~B5! imply that
(M ,gmn) is app space–time. We have recovered the well-known fact~cf., e.g., Refs. 42, 43, 17!
that a space–time admitting a covariantly constant spinor describes app wave.
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Next, letS be a space-like hypersurface of (M ,gmn) with unit-normalnm . With nMM8 being
the spinor equivalent ofnm , Eq. ~B1! implies that

n(M
M8
“N)M8lP50⇔n[m“n]lP50. ~B6!

Equation~B6! contains only derivatives tangential toS. WhenlM is interpreted as a SU~2!-spinor
on (S,gi j ,Ki j ), ~B6! can be written as~we use the conventions of Appendix A of Ref. 44!,

DMNlP1
i

A2
KMNPQlQ50, ~B7!

whereKMNPQ is theSU(2)-spinor version ofKi j andDMN the covariant derivative onS associ-
ated withgi j .

Let us turn to the three-dimensional formulation of the problem. Suppose that we are given
(S,gi j ,Ki j ) with gi j in C

k, for somek>1, Ki j in C
k21, and aCk-spinorlM satisfying Eq.~B7!.

We want to embedS into some Lorentz manifold (M ,gmn) in which lM extends to a spinor field
obeying Eq.~B1!.

Denote byMi the complex-valued null vector field onS associated withlMlN and define a
real vectorYi by

Yi5
i

AgjkM jM̄ k
e i
j kM j M̄ k , ~B8!

and a real positive scalarN by

N5Agi jM iM̄ j5Agi j YiYj . ~B9!

By, e.g., Ref. 22, Lemma 4.3,lN is nowhere zero; henceN is nowhere vanishing. From~B7!, Mi

satisfies

DiM j52 i e lmjKilMm , ~B10!

which, after some calculation, implies

DiYj1NKi j50. ~B11!

We also note, for use in the body of the paper, the equation

DiN1Ki jY
j50, ~B12!

which follows from ~B9! and ~B11!. Now define (M̂ ,ĝmn) to be the Killing development
~R3S,ĝmn! of (S,gi j ,Ki j ) based on (N,Yi), i.e.,

ĝmn dx
m dxn52N2~xl !du21gi j ~x

l !@dxi1Yi~xl !du#@dxj1Yj~xl !du#. ~B13!

This, as shown in Sec. II, hasX5]/]u as a covariantly constant null vector, the induced metric on
u50 coincides withgi j , and the extrinsic curvature isKi j . The field of unit normalsnm to the
hypersurfaces$u5const% is Lie derived by this Killing, vector field,

LXnm50, ~B14!
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which can be seen as follows: By constructionX(u)51. Since Lie derivation and exterior differ-
entiation commute, we have thatLX du50. By the Killing property ofX, LX(du,du) is also
zero, and Eq.~B14! follows. But, by the covariant constancy ofX, i.e.,

“̂mXn50, ~B15!

this implies that

Xn
“̂nnm50. ~B16!

Now extendlM off u50 to a spinor fieldl̂M on (M ,ĝmn) by requiring

Xm
“̂ml̂M50. ~B17!

Consider the expression

UMNP5n(M
M8
“̂N)M8l̂P . ~B18!

By Eqs.~B6!–~B7!, UMNP vanishes foru50. Now compute

Xm
“̂mUMNP5n(M

M8Xm
“̂ umu“̂N)M8l̂P , ~B19!

where we have used~B16!. SinceX is covariantly constant,Xm
“̂m commutes with covariant

differentiation. Applying this on the right-hand side of~B19! and using~B16!, we infer

Xm
“̂mUMNP50. ~B20!

Thus

n(M
M8

“̂N)M8l̂P50⇔n[m “̂n] l̂P50. ~B21!

By ~B17! we also have that

~Nnm
“̂m1Yi

“̂ i !l̂M50. ~B22!

Due to ~B21! the second term in~B22! is zero. AsN is nowhere vanishing, we obtain

nm
“̂ml̂P50. ~B23!

Sincenm is time-like and again using~B21! we get

“̂ml̂P50, ~B24!

as promised.~Strictly speaking, the above calculations requirek>2. One can use a slightly
different argument to show that Proposition B.1 is correct as stated.! Combining the above calcu-
lation with Eq.~B4!, we obtain the following.

Proposition B.1: Let k>1 and let ~S,gij ,Kij!, gijPCk, KijPCk21 be such that there exists a Ck

spinor field satisfying Eq. (B7). Then there exists a nowhere zero vector field Yi in Ck, such that

DiYj1NKi j50, ~B25!

whereN: 5 Agi j YiYj . If, moreover,k>2, then the fields (r,Ji ,tkl) defined in Eqs.~2.13!–~2.15!
satisfy

NJi5rYi , N2t i j5rYiYj . ~B26!
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In the case where the ADM four-momentumpm is null, the Witten argument gives rise to a
spinor field onS obeying Eq.~B7! ~cf. the discussion and the references in the proof of Theorem
4.1!. Proposition B.1 and an analysis of Eqs.~B11!–~B12! similar to that of Appendix C lead to
the following.

Corollary B.2: Let~S,gij ,Kij! satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and let pm be null. Then
there exists a nowhere zero C1 field Yi with Yi2Ai5O1~r

2a! for some constants Ai, so that Eq.
(B25) holds. If, moreover, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied, then Yi2Ai5O3~r

2a!, and
(B26) holds.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1

Equation~2.4! gives the equation

Di D jYk5Rmi jkY
m1Dk~NKi j !2Di~NKjk!2Dj~NKki!. ~C1!

HereRmi jk is the curvature tensor of the metricgi j . Consider the system of equations,

]N

]r
5
xi

r
] iN, ~C2!

] rYi5
xj

r
~DjYi1G i j

k Yk!, ~C3!

] rDiN5
xk

r
~Dk DiN1Gki

j D jN!, ~C4!

] rDiYj5
xk

r
~Dk DiYj1Gki

l DlYj1Gk j
l DiYl !. ~C5!

Here we are implicitly assuming that, in~C4! and~C5!, the termsDk DiN andDk DiYj have been
eliminated using~2.15! and ~C1!. Set f5( f A)5(N,r D iN,Yj ,r D iYj ), g5(Af

Af A. We have

U]g]r U< Cg

r
, ~C6!

and byr integration one finds

u f u<C~11r b!, ~C7!

for some constantsC,b. Suppose thatb.2, using~C7! and~C2!–~C5!, one finds byr integration
u f u<C(11r b2a), so that~C7! has been improved bya. Iterating this process, one obtains~2.21!
and ~2.22!; cf. also Ref. 38. Appendix A, Lemma. Suppose finally thatAm5Lmn50. Iterating
further, one finds

u f u<Cr2s, for any s.0. ~C8!

Note that ifg(r 0)50, at somer 0 , then by~C6! we will haveg[0. Suppose thus that for allr
there holdsg(r )Þ0. For r 1>r 0 we then have, by~C6!,

]g

]r
>2

Cg

r
⇒ ln„g~r 1!r 1

C
…> ln„g~r 0!r 0

C
….
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Passing withr 1 to infinity from ~C8!, we obtaing(r 0)50, which gives a contradiction, and the
result follows. h
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